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Abstract

*Osphyoplesius* is an obscure Palearctic genus tentatively placed in Pythidae, comprising one species from Crimea and one from Greece, each of them collected only once. A third species is here described from Sicily, based on recently collected specimens. Despite the poor sample, statistic analysis of morphometrical data allowed to confirm the differentiation between the new species and its closest relative, and revealed the existence of sexual dimorphism in the genus.
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Introduction

The obscure Palearctic genus *Osphyoplesius* is composed of small-sized and anophthalmic endogean beetles. Its systematic placement has been a matter of debate since its description: *Osphyoplesius* was first assigned to Tenebrionidae and considered related to the genus *Boros* (Winkler 1915); later it was placed in a tribe of its own (*Osphyoplesiini*) of the subfamily Borinae (Reitter 1917), subsequently considered as a family. Lawrence and Pollock (1994), discussing the systematics of Boridae excluded the genus from this family, and tentatively assigned it to Pythidae, where it is still placed today, although considered *incertae sedis* (Pollock and Lawrence 1995; Pollock 2008).

To date, *Osphyoplesius* comprised two species living in southern and Eastern Europe, far apart from each other: *O. anophthalmus* Winkler 1915 from the southern area of Crimean Mountains (Crimea, Ukraine) and *O. loebli* Español 1975 from Epirus (continental Greece).

Collection of *Osphyoplesius* specimens seems to be an extremely rare event. As far as we could ascertain, both known species were never recorded after the original description, each taxon being therefore represented by two specimens only.

In the present paper we describe a new *Osphyoplesius* species based on five specimens recently collected in Sicily. Morphometrical analysis of these specimens confirmed differences between the newly discovered population and the closest one and demonstrated the existence of sexual dimorphism in this genus.

Material and methods

Specimens of *Osphyoplesius* were extracted indoor from a soil sample, killed with ethyl acetate and dry preserved. Dissected parts and genitalia (including those of the *O. loebli* holotype, which were re-prepared) were mounted in Euparal on a vinyl acetate substrate. Mentioned specimens are preserved in the following collections: coll. P. Magrini, Firenze (CM); coll. M. Uliana, Codevigo (CU); coll. A. Petrioli, Asciano (CP); coll. L. Colacurcio, Zola Predosa (CC); Museo civico di Storia naturale di Milano (MSNM); Muséum d’histoire naturelle, Genève (MHNG).
Among other endogeon coleopteran species collected at the same locality are *Duvalius marii* Vanni, Magrini & Pennisi and *Typhloreicheia baudii* Ragusa (Carabidae), *Bathysciola destefanii* (Ragusa) (Cholevidae), *Amaurops sulcatula confusa* Binaghi (Staphyliniidae: Pselaphinae), and *Alaocyba* sp., *Raymondiellus siculus* (Rottemberg), *Torneuma ficuzzense* Stüben, and *T. deplanatum deplanatum* (Hampe) (Curculionidae).

Bosco della Ficuzza is comprised in the natural reserve “Riserva naturale orientata Bosco della Ficuzza, Rocca Busambra, Bosco del Cappelliere e Gorgo del Drago” and is an area of remarkable naturalistic interest, intensively explored by entomologists for the last 150 years. The discovery of this noteworthy species only in the present time seems to confirm the rarity of the *Osphyoplesius* species or, at least, the difficulty in collecting them with ordinary sampling methods, which is obviously stressed by the lack of ecological information.

An attempt was done to investigate the gut content of the specimens. Dry specimens were relaxed and dissected in order to extract the gut, which appeared partly filled with a black-brownish content. Undissected guts were attached with water soluble glue on cardboard and delivered to a specialized laboratory in order to perform a DNA barcode search for putative fungal content. Unfortunately it was not possible to amplify any fungal sequence from the content, possibly for the treatment of the material having been inappropriate for the DNA preservation.

Little is known about ecology of the other species and even precise collecting localities are not well defined. Specimens of *O. anophthalmus* were sifted from moist clay soil collected under dead wood, near “Baidar” a toponym probably to be referred to the present-day Orlinoye, also called Baydary and Baidari, or to the surrounding Baydar Valley. *Osphyoplesius loebli* was collected sifting litter collected under a vegetation with Rosaceae and oaks, in a locality of the Epirus “north of Kestrion” (original labels in Fig. 16), a toponym which is apparently impossible to find and that may be referred either to Kastrion (Evrymenes), in Ioannina regional unit, or to Kastrion in Thesprotia regional unit.
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